HEAVEN’S LIGHT
Words and Music by: Justin Jarvis
Key of C • 65 BPM • 4/4

Intro: | C - F - | A_M - G - | C - F - | A_M - G - |

Verse 1: | C - - - | A_M - - G | C - - - | A_M - G C |
We walk in Heaven’s light. We shine for all to see the beauty of the One who sets the captive free.
| C/E - F - | A_M - - G | C - - - | A_M - G |
His kindness leads us home. Mercy breaks every chain off the weary soul who calls on Jesus’ name.

Re-Intro: | C - F - | A_M - G - |

Chorus 1: | F - C - | A_M - G - | F - A_M - | G - - - - |
Hallelujah, we lift our eyes with the dawn of Heaven’s light.
| F - C - | A_M - G - | F - G - |
Day and night come and still we shine with the dawn of Heaven’s light.

Re-Intro: | C - F - | A_M - G - | C - F - | A_M - G - |

Verse 2: | C - - - | A_M - - G | C - - - | A_M - G C |
To set my eyes on Him though trouble comes to sway. My source of hope is sure. I trust Him and obey.
| C/E - F - | A_M - - G | C - - - | A_M - G |
His word upon my heart has left a mark on me. His fire in my bones I cannot help but free.

Re-Intro: | C - F - | A_M - G - |

Chorus 2: | F - C - | A_M - G - | F - A_M - | G - - - - |
| F - C - | A_M - G - | F - G - |

Re-Intro: | C - F - | A_M - G - | C - F - | A_M - G - |

Verse 3: | C - - - | A_M - - G | C - - - | A_M - G C |
We will not fear the grave for He has conquered death and with His blood secured our great inheritance:
| C/E - F - | A_M - - G | C - - - | A_M - G |
The Kingdom of our God, the power of His love. His Spirit lives in us that we might overcome.

Re-Intro: | C - F - | A_M - G - | C/E - F - | A_M - G - |

Chorus 3: | F - C - | A_M - G - | F - A_M - | G - - - - |
| F - C - | A_M - G - | F - G - |

Outro: |:| C - F - | A_M - G - | C - F - | A_M - G - |:|
| C |
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Intro:
| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - | 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |

Verse 1:
| 1 - - - | 6 - 5 | 1 - - - | 6 - 5 1 |
We walk in Heaven’s light. We shine for all to see the beauty of the One who sets the captive free.
| 1/3 - 4 - | 6 - 5 | 1 - - - | 6 - 5 |
His kindness leads us home. Mercy breaks every chain off the weary soul who calls on Jesus’ name.

Re-Intro:
| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |

Chorus 1:
| 4 - 1 - | 6 - 5 - | 4 - 6 - | 5 - - - |
Hallelujah, we lift our eyes with the dawn of Heaven’s light.
| 4 - 1 - | 6 - 5 - | 4 - 5 - |
Day and night come and still we shine with the dawn of Heaven’s light.

Re-Intro:
| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - | 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |

Verse 2:
| 1 - - - | 6 - 5 | 1 - - - | 6 - 5 1 |
To set my eyes on Him though trouble comes to sway. My source of hope is sure. I trust Him and obey.
| 1/3 - 4 - | 6 - 5 | 1 - - - | 6 - 5 |
His word upon my heart has left a mark on me. His fire in my bones I cannot help but free.

Re-Intro:
| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |

Chorus 2:
| 4 - 1 - | 6 - 5 - | 4 - 6 - | 5 - - - |
| 4 - 1 - | A_M - 5 - | 4 - 5 - |

Re-Intro:
| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - | 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |

Verse 3:
| 1 - - - | 6 - 5 | 1 - - - | 6 - 5 1 |
We will not fear the grave for He has conquered death and with His blood secured our great inheritance:
| 1/3 - 4 - | 6 - 5 | 1 - - - | 6 - 5 |
The Kingdom of our God, the power of His love. His Spirit lives in us that we might overcome.

Re-Intro:
| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - | 1/3 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |

Chorus 3:
| 4 - 1 - | 6 - 5 - | 4 - 6 - | 5 - - - |
| 4 - 1 - | 6 - 5 - | 4 - 5 - |

Outro:
|::| 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - | 1 - 4 - | 6 - 5 - |::| 1 |
HEAVEN’S LIGHT
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VERSE 1
C   A M   G
We walk in Heaven’s light. We shine for all to see
C   A M   G   C
The beauty of the one who sets the captive free.
C/E   F   A M   G
His kindness leads us home. Mercy breaks every chain
C   A M   G   C
Off of the weary soul who calls on Jesus’ name.

CHORUS
F   C   A M   G   F   A M   G
Hallelujah, we lift our eyes with the dawn of Heaven’s light.
F   C   A M   G   F   G   C
Day and night come and still we shine with the dawn of Heaven’s light.

VERSE 2
To set my eyes on Him though trouble comes to sway.
My source of hope is sure. I trust Him and obey.
His word upon my heart has left a mark on me.
His fire in my bones I cannot help but free.

VERSE 3
We will not fear the grave for He has conquered death
And with His blood secured our great inheritance:
The Kingdom of our God, the power of His love.
His Spirit lives in us that we might overcome.